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INDIANA DOCKET*
SUPREME COURT
25410 ALDERSON V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed. Martin J.
Willoughby, J. dissents. October 30, 1929.
Appellant was tried by the court upon an affidavit and the court found
him guilty of the misdemeanor of drawing a deadly weapon as defined in
Sec. 2539 Burns 1926 and also of the felony of committing or attempting
to commit a crime when armed with a pistol or revolver as defined by Sec.
8010 Burns 1926. The first finding is surplusage but under the authority
and reasoning of Guetling v. State (1927) 199 Ind. 630, 158 N. E. 893,
it is held that the "commission of the crime of drawing a deadly weapon
while armed with such deadly weapon by a person having no permit to carry
the same, constitutes the felony defined by Sec. 8013, and that the same
was officially charged by the affidavit herein." The question of whether
an indictment or affidavit states facts constituting a public offense should
be presented by a motion in arrest, the constitutionality of the statute
cannot be questioned on appeal by an independent assignment of error.
24417 BIGGS V. STATE. Starke County. Reversed. Myers, J. June 25,
1929.
Appellant had been convicted on the charge of feloniously stealing three
bushels of white field corn. Under the facts no search warrant was neces-
sary for the authority of the sheriff to search the person of the prisoner
and forcibly take from him his shoes. The admission of the shoes in ev-
idence was not a violation of the constitutional prohibition against com-
pelling a defendant to testify against himself. In view of the evidence the
instruction relating to defendant's burden of accounting for his possession
and showing that such possession was innocently acquired was erroneous.
25794 BuRDicK v. CITY OF MUNCIE. Delaware County. Transferred from
Appellate Court of Indiana. Affirmed. Travis, J. July 2, 1929.
This is an appeal from the action of a superior court in dismissing, for
want of jurisdiction, an appeal on the amount of a sewer assessment levied
by the Board of Public Works of appellee city. Burns Ann. Stat. 1926, see.
10344 (Acts 1919, ch. 143) does not allow an appeal from a special assess-
ment of benefits in the assessment roll and has reference only to appeals
which were "allowed" at the time of the taking effect of the statute or to
appeals subsequently allowed "by law", and sec. 10569 Burns Ann. St.
1926, (Acts 1915, ch. 160) does not grant an appeal to the circuit or
superior court from an assessment of special benefits made by the Board
of Public Works in a public sewer assessment.
* The brief digests given here are intended merely to identify the cases.
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25690. CALE v. STATE. Allen County. Affirmed. Gemmill, C. J. October
25, 1929.
The appellant was charged with grand larceny by an affidavit in two
counts, and on trial by the court the appellant was found guilty. There
is no showing that the trial court abused its discretion in overruling a
motion for leave to withdraw plea of guilty. Motion for new trial will
not be entertained when a judgment has been rendered on a plea of
guilty, as the judgment must follow the plea and is conclusive until vacated
by a withdrawal or setting aside of the plea of guilty.
25540 CASSMY V. STATE. Fulton County. Reversed. Willoughby, J.
October 4, 1929.
This appeal involves the overruling of a motion and petition to set aside
judgment and for leave to withdraw plea of guilty and enter plea of not
guilty and plea of insanity. The trial court abused its discretion in
overruling the motion for leave to withdraw the plea of guilty and the
petition to enter plea of not guilty and plea of insanity.
24947 CONNER V. STATE. Warrick County. Reversed. Travis, J. August
13, 1929.
The appellant was convicted of unlawful possession of a still for the
manufacture of intoxicating liquor, etc. Language of defendant's wife,
when the warrant was served upon her while she was alone at home, and
while under the restraint of the writ, did not constitute a waiver of defend-
ant's constitutional right; and an invitation to search and seize cannot be
predicated thereon. The evidence was not sufficient to sustain conviction.
25297 DELONG V. STATE. Marion County. Affirmed. Martin, J. Travis and
Willoughby, JJ. concur in conclusion. October 4, 1929.
Appellant was convicted under an indictment charging the unlawful
transportation of intoxicating liquor. A person lawfully arrested for com-
mitting a misdemeanor may be searched without a warrant, and the search
may extend to an automobile which he was operating at the time; and an
arrest on a speeding charge is lawful when the officers have reasonable
and probable cause for believing that the occupants of the automobile are
driving at a greater speed than is reasonable and prudent, and the acquital
is not evidence of a want of probable cause. Where an offense is created
by statute and exception is made, either by another statute or by another
subsequent clause of the same statute, it is not necessary for the prosecuting
attorney either in the indictment or by the evidence to show that the
defendant does not come within the exception,-the defendant must prove
the affirmative and he may do this under a plea of not guilty. The plea
in abatement was properly overruled.
25407 FAUT V. STATE. Elkhart County. Affirmed. Martin, J. October
8, 1929.
Appellant was convicted on a charge of having unlawfully transported
intoxicating liquor in an automobile truck. The only question presented
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is that of the legality of the search and admissibility of the evidence ob-
tained thereby. The arresting officers had reasonable and probable cause
to believe that the offense of unlawfully transporting intoxicating liquor
in an automobile truck was being made in their presence.
25790 FEDERAL Lin INS. Co. v. HARDING. Decatur County. (Transferred
to Supreme Court). Affirmed. Willoughby, J. June 28, 1929.
This action was brought for the cash surrender value of a policy of in-
surance. The judgment is affirmed on the authority of Federal Life Ins.
Co. v. Sayre, 195 Ind. 7, 142 N. E. 223.
25010 FERRIS V. STATE. Jay County. Reversed. Travis, J. Martin, J.
dissents with opinion. March 5, 1929.
Upon authority of Graves v. State (1921) 191 Ind. 197, and cases cited,
it was error to overrule appellant's motion to quash the affidavit on the
ground of uncertainty.
25014 FOREMAN v. STATE. Jay County. Affirmed. Willoughby, J. June
26, 1929.
Appellant was convicted of transporting intoxicating liquor and relies
upon the proposition that the verdict is not sustained by sufficient evidence
and it is contrary to law. Failure of the state to introduce evidence to
prove that the number of the engine of the automobile was as alleged in the
complaint and to support the allegation that the automobile was used by
the defendant without the consent of the owner is not material since the
gist of the offense is the transportation of intoxicating liquor in a vehicle,
neither fact being essentially descriptive of the offense or material to the
jurisdiction.
25668 GoiNus V. BROWN. Greene County. Affirmed. Gemmill, C. J. June
25, 1929.
Since it appears in the record that the request of the plaintiff to be
granted leave to amend the "petition and writ of habeas corpus" was made
orally, the ruling of the state refusing leave to amend will not be reversed
since Sec. 424 Burns 1926 requires that, in habeas corpus proceedings, every
motion to insert new matter or to strike out any part or parts of any
pleading, etc. shall be made in writing and shall set forth the words sought
to be inserted or stricken out; this rule is mandatory.
25269 GREun V. STATE. Jay County. Affirmed. Martin, J. October 23,
1929.
Appellant was prosecuted under an indictment for receiving and con-
cealing stolen goods in another state, (Sec. 2466 Burns 1926); was tried
and found guilty. The indictment sufficiently states a public offense, the
averments being ample to apprise the defendant of the nature and char-
acter of the charge against him, and are certain to a common intent.
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25162 GRUBE ET AL. V. STATE EX REL. WELLIVER ET AL. Jackson County.
Affirmed. Gemmill, C. J. September 21, 1929.
This action was brought for mandate as provided in Ch. 87, Acts 1915,
Sec. 1224 Burns Sup. 1921, Sec. 1244 Burns 1926, to compel the township
trustee and members of the advisory board to establish and maintain a
joint high school and elementary school in their township, as petitioned for
by the relators pursuant to Ch. 130 Acts 1921, Sec. 6584b Burns'Supp.
1921, Sec. 6843 Burns 1926. The relators having filed the proper petition
it became the duty of the township trustee, by the provision of the Act
of 1921, to establish and maintain the school asked for and the perform-
ance of that duty may be enforced by mandate. That part of Sec. 6790
Burns 1926 covering the subject of appeals from the trustees to the county
superintendent in regard to establishment of schools is repealed by the
Act of 1921 (See. 6843 Burns 1926) as to a township high school or a
township joint high school and elementary school coming under the condi-
tions stated in the later law.
25702 GWINN V. STATE. Madison County. Affirmed. Martin, J. Wil-
loughlby, J. concurs in result, Travis, J. dissents. June 18, 1929.
The appellant was convicted of possession and using a still for manu-
facturing intoxicating liquor. The search warrant was issued upon prob-
able cause after a judicial determination. "Probable cause for issuing a
search warrant may be shown to the issuing magistrate either by positive
allegation of facts in the affidavit or by sworn testimony", the search war-
rant being invalid when it is based "wholly . . . only and solely" upon
an affidavit or information and belief and "not upon any other additional
facts or information whatever."
25044 JOHNSON V. STATE. White County. Affirmed. Gemmill, C. J.
August 14, 1929.
Appellant was convicted on the charge of murder in the second degree.
The appellant failed to present any question to the court in regard to the
plea in abatement. It was not error to overrule appellant's motion to
quash the indictment based upon the alleged lack of legal authority of the
grand jury. And it was not error on the part of the court in entering
judgment before the expiration of the time allowed by law to file the motion
for a new trial. See the opinion for the facts as involved in the sufficiency
of the evidence to sustain the verdict of guilty and for discussion of alleged
errors in matter of admission of evidence and in giving and refusing of
instructions.
25429 KLARES V. STATE. Marion County. Reversed. Martin, J. June 26,
1929.
The appellant was convicted on the charge of possession and using a
still for the purpose of manufacturing intoxicating liquor in violation of
the statute. There is not sufficient evidence to support the finding of
guilty.
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25560 KOSTOFF ET AL. V. MEYER-KISER BANK. Marion County. Trans-
ferred from Appellate Court. Reversed. Martin, J. August 13, 1929.
The error relied upon for reversal is the overruling of appellant's motion
for a new trial, for the reason that the decision was not sustained by
sufficient evidence and was contrary to law. The chief point involved is
whether the agent had the power to bind his principal, the appellee bank.
When a bank holds out even a minor official as being entrusted with certain
powers and duties his acts within the scope of such apparent powers are
binding on the bank. See opinion for full statement and discussion of facts
which constitute the apparent powers.
25237 METZ V. STATE. Marion County. Affirmed. Willoughby, J. October
22, 1929.
An action against appellant by indictment on the charge of child deser-
tion. The evidence is sufficient to support the finding of guilty and to show
the reason for the refusal of the trial court to suspend the sentence.
25280 PACELLI ET AL. V. STATE. Lake County. Affirmed. Travis, J. June
4, 1929.
Appellants were convicted on the charge of committing a crime of burg-
lary in the night time. (Sec. 2447 Burns' 1926). The question of idem
sonans is one of fact for the jury under proper instructions by the court.
To charge burglary with intent to commit a larceny does not require an
allegation of the value of the goods intended to be stolen and where there
is an allegation of such value the allegation is surplusage and need not
be proved as alleged. Where an objection to an instruction rests upon the
incompleteness of the instruction, and where the instruction objected to
shows that it was not intended to be complete, the objecting party must
tender an instruction complete upon the subject of essential elements to
make the crime in order to lay a foundation for an attack upon the instruc-
tion given.
25422 PLEAK V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed. Gemmill, C. 3.
August 14, 1929.
The appellant was charged by indictment and convicted of producing an
abortion. Alleged errors occurring in the trial of issues formed on a plea
in abatement must be saved by assigning the same as causes for a new
trial. Conviction may be had on the uncorraborated testimony of aLi
accomplice and the instructions covering this point when considered with
other instructions were not harmful to the appellant.
24793 STATE EX REL. PIEm v. ARKANSAS CONSTRUCION CO. ET AL. Knox
County. Affirmed. Martin, J. August 14, 1929.
A judgment, not appealed from, cancelling a road improvement contract
and releasing contractor and surety from completing the contract, is bind-
ing although the statute under which the cancellation and release were
made was later declared unconstitutional, since the decision holding a
statute unconstitutional has no retroactive effect. The appellant, a tax
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payer within the taxing unit, is bound by the original judgment of can-
cellation and release even though he was not a party thereto.
25615 STATE EX REL. SIEBRASE, ET AL. V. WEISER, ET AL. Gibson County.
Affirmed. Gemmill, C. J. October 10, 1929.
Action against trustee and advisory board of township to mandate
township authorities to issue and sell certain issue of bonds for construc-
tion of certain high school building; to mandate authorities to proceed to
construct school building, etc. By excepting to the conclusions of law
on the facts, the parties excepting admit for the purpose of the exception,
that the facts are fully and correctly found. Conclusions of law in favor
of the plaintiff could not have been based on the facts as found by the
trial court.
24990 STATE V. TERRE HAUTE, INDIANAPOLIS & EASTERN TRACTION Co.
Wayne County. Reversed. Travis, J. June 28, 1929.
This is an action by the state of Indiana against appellee railroad com-
pany to recover the cost of improving a certain portion of a highway,
occupied by its tracks. (Acts 1919, ch. 53, p. 119; Sec. 8268 et seq.
Burns 1926). The law created a duty for appellee company to improve
and maintain, or pay for the cost of improving, that portion of the high-
way occupied by its tracks, etc., when the improvement is ordered accord-
ing to law, and its failure to elect to improve within the lawful period of
time may not becbme a legal barrier to escape a legal liability, but such
act in law in this case constitutes, by operation of law, an election to pay.
25706 TAYLOR V. STATE. Delaware County. Affirmed. Travis, J. July 2,
1929.
Appellant was convicted of killing another maliciously, but without pre-
meditation. The sole proposition relied upon by the appellant is that the
evidence fails to show that he purposely and maliciously killed another.
25041 VucKowicH V. STATE. Lake County. Appeal dismissed. Willough-
by, J. June 18, 1929.
All judgments regularly entered must become final at the end of the term,
and an order of the court made at a subsequent term setting aside a final
judgment rendered in a prior term and granting a new trial was void, the
court being without jurisdiction at such time. The order from which this
appeal is taken was an order vacating the previous order which purported
to set aside the original judgment of conviction and was not a final judg-
ment from which an appeal could be taken.
APPELLATE COURT
12377 ADVANCE RUMLEY Co. v. FREESTONE ET AL. INDUSTRIAL BOARD. Re-
versed, in part. McMahan, C. J. Lockyear, J. and Nichols, J. dis-
sent. July 2, 1929.
When there has been a commitment of an infant as a delinquent, under
section 1705 Burns 1926, the failure of the court to make an order re-
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quiring the father to contribute is a judicial determination that the father
was not required to pay any part of such support and the child was not
"dependent" on father within the meaning of the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act, so as to be entitled to compensation. The dissenting opinion ex-
presses the view that the father was not relieved of the duty of supporting
the child.
13277 ADVANCE RuPALEY Co. V. FREESTONE ET AL. INDUSTRIAL BOARD. Peti-
tion for rehearing denied. McMahan, C. J. September 13, 1929.
Previous judgment modified by vacating award as to one of two plaintiffs;
directions to the Board to vacate and set aside in its entirety the award
made by the full board and the award made by the single member, and for
further proper proceedings.
13699 AETNA LIFE INS. Co. v. SHIREMAN, ExEc. ET AL. INDU$TRrAL BOARD.
Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. August 31, 1929.
It was not error to refuse to permit witness to correct testimony given
before a single member of the Industrial Board where the fact involved
could not change the result.
13722 ANDERSON V. STATE. Allen County. Affirmed. Lockyear, J. Oc-
tober 2, 1929.
Appellant was charged with the unlawful possession of intoxicating liquor
and convicted. There is ample evidence to sustain the finding of guilty
and the court cannot consider any error in the admission of any evidence
in the absence of proper objection and exceptions at the time the evidence
was offered.
13721 BAILEY v. CuRTs. Industrial Board. Affirmed. Per Curiam. August
30, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13228 BALTIMORE & OHIo RD. Co. v. DAY, ET AL. Ripley County. Affirmed.
Nichols, J. McMahan, C. J. concurs, Enloe, J. with an opinion.
June 7, 1929.
Action by appellees against the appellant railroad company for damages
resulting from a fire set by appellant's engineers, one of the appellees be-
ing the owner of the property and the other an insurance company that
had paid the owner under a policy covering the building but not covering
the contents. There was no error in overruling appellant's motion to
separate causes of action. The insurance company had sufficient interest
in the recovery to join as plaintiff.
13130 THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO SOUTHWESTERN RD. Co. v. BEACH. Jen-
nings County. Affirmed. Remy, J. Nichols, J. dissents with opinion
October 9, 1929.
Action against appellant to recover damages for personal injuries. The
facts averred affirmatively show that the risk was not assumed by the
appellee, the allegations being that appellee had no control of the car on
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which J'e was being carried at the time of the accident, and the negligent
operation of which occasioned the accident. Dissenting opinion reaffirms
view as expressed in 165 N. E. 82.
13753 BERGER V. STATE. Allen County. Affirmed. Neal, J. September
11, 1929.
The appellant was convicted of the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquor.
The court did not err in overruling appellant's motion for a new trial.
13476 BERRY V. BRANDT C. DOWNEY CO. EG AL. Marion County. Affirmed.
McMahan, C. J. July 6, 1929.
Action to recover payment due on a promissory note, the note containing
the following statement: "This note covers deferred installments of a con-
ditional sale contract made this day by the payee and the maker thereof."
The note is negotiable, since the reference to the conditional sale contract
constitutes "a statement of the transaction which gave rise to the instru-
ment and does not affect the unconditional character of the promise to pay."
13602 BERRY V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. On petition for rehearing.
Affirmed. Lockyear, J. June 5, 1929.
The appellant was convicted on the charge of unlawful possession of
whisky. It was not necessary that an officer have a search warrant to enter
a building and a room where any person who desired could come and go
as he pleased and there was nothing to prevent an officer of the law from
entering the place without a search warrant as freely as could the patrons
of the place. (Superseding 165 N. E. 923).
13485 BLICKENSTAFF v. BLICKENSTAFF. Wabash County. Affirmed. Mc-
Mahan, C. J. July 5, 1929
This was a suit by a married woman against her husband for damages
for injuries sustained in an automobile received while riding with her
husband. The demurrer was correctly sustained to the complaint for the
reason that a married woman cannot sue her husband for personal injuries
causPd by his negligence.
13487 THE CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA V. MCDANIEL ET AL. Monroe,
County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. October 10, 1929.
Under the statute only abutting property can be assessed for a local sewer
and since the appellee property owners' lot did not abut, the attempted
assessment was invalid and not enforceable and Sec. 10448 Burns 1926 mak-
ing decisions of the Board as to benefits final and conclusive, does not apply
here, since there was no jurisdiction of the subject matter. Under Sec.
111 of the Municipal Corporations Act as amended in 1909, Acts 1909, p.
412, Sec. 10449 Burns 1926, the city is liable for the amount of the invalid
assessment.
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13738 BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF BOONE Co. v. PARTNER. Industrial
Board. Affirmed. Per Curiam. August 29, 1929.
Affirmed on authority of Board, etc. v. Shertzer, 73 Ind. App. 589, 127
N. E. 843.
13435 THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS or VIGO Co. v. MOORE. Vigo County.
Reversed. Lockyear, J. June 18, 1929.
Suit to recover for services rendered for a pauper defendant in a crim-
inal case. In this state, the professional services of an attorney cannot be
demanded without just compensation, and an attorney rendering services
is bound to know the limitations on the power of the court to make such
appointments and allow compensation for his employment. Acts 1905, p.
631, ch. 169, See. 216 Burns 1926, when read in connection with Burns 1926,
See. 5888 means that the counsel appointed to represent a pauper defend-
ant is entitled to a reasonable compensation for his services provided that
an appropriation has been made for his services before he starts on the
employment
13770 BoBRux v. STATE. Lake County. Affirmed. Remy, J. July 31, 1929.
Appellant was convicted of having in his possession intoxicating liquor
in violation of statute. The evidence was sufficient to sustain the finding
of the court and there was sufficient evidence to show reasonable and prob-
able cause for issuance of search warrant.
13459 BOLLERO v. WINTERMUTE ET AL. Vigo County. Affirmed. Remy, J.
October 2, 1929.
Action to recover commission for sale of real estate and for services
rendered in connection with the custody and management thereof. The
statute does not require that the written contract to pay commission for
the sale of real estate shall contain the terms of sale; it is only the con-
tract to pay commission that must be "in writing, signed by the owner of
the real estate." (Acts 1913, p. 638, see. 8048 Burns 1926).
13477 BOWSHER V. BRANDT C. DOWNEY Co. ET AL. Marion County Affirmed.
McMahan, C. J. July 6, 1929.
Affirmed on authority of Berry v. Brandt C. Downey Co., No. 13476 (Ind.
App.), 167 N. E. 136.
13648 BREECE V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. June
4, 1929.
The appellant was convicted of unlawfully having in his possession in-
toxicating liquor. In the absence of a challenge to the action of the trial
court the reviewing court must presume, in favor of the action of the
trial court, that the information stated by appellant in his motion to sup-
press filed before trial upon the merits was without merit, and that there-
fore its ruling on the motion to suppress was justified in law; also the
court will presume that in the trial upon the merits appellant's objection to
the offered evidence was based on grounds entirely different from those
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upon which he based his motion to suppress, the contrary not appearing;
and it also not appearing that the facts involved, and upon which the
objections to introduction of evidence were founded, were not at all times
fully known to appellant, the court did not err in overruling the objection.
13633 BROWN V. STATE. Howard County. Affirmed. Per Curiam. August
30, 1929.
Where the offence charged is a misdemeanor, it is within the discretion of
the court to grant a separate trial. There is no available error shown in
relation to the giving of instructions where specification is joint and chal-
lenges the instructions as a whole when there is no contention that all of
the instructions are erroneous; and no time having been given when the
motion for a new trial was overruled within the term the evidence is not
in the record, even though about a month after the motion for a new trial
was overruled the court gave time for presenting a bill of exceptions and
it was filed within the time so given.
13621 BuscH V. STATE. Delaware County. -Rehearing denied. McMahan,
C. J. July 6, 1929.
For former opinion see 165 N. E. 560. The court may search the record
to sustain this action in affirming a judgment when the appellant has filed
a petition for rehearing; and appellee, by failing to point out and call atten-
tion to defects in the record in the original brief on the merits, did not
waive such defect in the record so as to preclude the court's searching
the record to sustain its affirmance of the judgment.
13524 CAPITOL LUMBER Co. v. VAN HOOK. Marion County. Reversed.
Nichols, J. October 24, 1929.
Action by appellee to recover alleged damages to an automobile he sus-
tained in a collision with a truck belonging to appellant, on account of
alleged negligence of appellant. It was error to exclude the proffered
testimony of the truck driver concerning the skidding and skid marks at
the time and immediately prior to the collision in question. It was error
to instruct that the burden was upon appellant to prove contributory negli-
gence on the part of appellee.
13291 CARP & Co. v. ME=. Allen County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J.
June 25, 1929.
This is an action to recover rent alleged to be due under a written lease.
A surrender arises by operation of law when the parties to a lease do some
act so inconsistent with the subsisting relation of landlord and tenant as
to imply that they have agreed to consider the surrender as made; and
in order to imply an acceptance, the acts of the landlord must be such as
are equivalent to an agreement on his part to accept the surrender. Re-
letting by the landlord would not operate, as a matter of law, as an accept-
ance of the surrender when the original lease gave the lessor an option of
re-letting the premises as the agent of the lessor.
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13465 CENTRAL TRUST Co. or ILLINOIS V. DUNCAN ET AL. Hendricks County.
Affirmed. Nichols, J. October 30, 1929.
An action in replevin by appellant for the recovery of a number of auto-
mobile tires and tubes and for damage for the unlawful detention thereof.
When a conditional sale vendor holds trade acceptances which have been
accepted by the vendee in payment of the property and the vendor sells
and indorses the trade acceptances the interest of the conditional sale ven-
dor does not pass with the trade acceptances. The rule in this state is
that in case of conditional sales the title remains in the seller, unless and
until transferred by proper assignment thereof, but if the rule were other-
wise appellant could not recover since the facts show a re-assignment of
the trade acceptances by appellant to the vendor-drawer.
13503 CHICAGO AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RY. CO. V. SCHRAEDER. Vander-
burgh County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. October 25, 1929.
This was an action by appellee against appellant on an industrial insur-
ance certificate insuring appellant against loss resulting directly and inde-
pendently of all other causes from bodily injury, etc. The court holds that
appellee was injured while on duty within the meaning of that term as
used in the contract of insurance; and the court cannot say that the jury
was not justified in finding that the "appellee did not violate the rule in
getting on the train, in view of the speed it was going".
13404 CHICAGO AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RY. CO. V. WRIGHT. Posey County.
Affirmed. Nichols, J. June 20, 1929.
Action by appellee against appellant railway company to recover for
injuries caused by the negligence of a co-employee. There was no error in
overruling appellant's demurrer to complaint and no error is presented in
the matter of giving or refusing instructions since the record does not
disclose that the instructions therein were all the instructions given by
)he court.
13665 CHIEF EAGLE FEATHER ET AL. V. STATE. Brown County. Reversed.
Enloe, J. June 27, 1929.
This is an appeal from a conviction of maintaining a liquor nuisance.
The words "any room, house, building, boat, structure or place of any kind
where intoxicating liquor is found", etc., in the statute defining a liquor
nuisance must be construed to mean that the only place which may become
a nuisance is a room, house, building, boat or structure and this construc-
tion is confirmed by another section of the statute which provides that the
court, by its injunctive order, may close any such "room, house, building
or structure".
13438 CITY OP COLUMBUS, INDIANA v. GOODNow, ADMx. Bartholomew
County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. October 10, 1929.
Action by appellee for damages sustained because of the death of her
husband, alleged to have been due to the negligence of appellant in deposit-
ing sand in the street so as to create a dangerous situation. Since there
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was some evidence from which the jury might conclude that the defendant
was not guilty of contributory negligence, the court did not err in refusing
to give apellant's tendered peremptory instruction to return a verdict for
appellant. There was no error in the instructions as given.
13559 COOK HARDWOOD FLOOR CO. V. SORENSON. Industrial Board. Affirmed.
Per Curiam. August 1, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13146 CORNEIUS, ExR. Er AL. V. THOMAS ET AL. Wabash County. Af-
firmed. Neal, J. August 30, 1929.
This is an action to have a last will and testament declared valid. No
question is presented by the giving, or the refusal to give, instructions
where the appellant fails to recite all the instructions that were given.
Alleged errors in the admission of certain items of evidence are not pre-
sented by reason of failure to comply with Supreme and Appellate Court
Rule 22, clause 5. Appellant cannot raise question of alleged error in
overruling petition for an order to take deposition by separate assignment
of error. The evidence was sufficient to sustain the verdict of the jury.
12962 COvERT v. ROICOURT, ExR. Bartholomew County. Reversed. Neal
J. October 10, 1929.
Suit to contest a will. See opinion for discussion of the instructions
relating to unsoundness of mind and undue influence in view of the facts of
the case.
13507 CRUTE ET AL. v. LAPORTE DISCOUNT CORPORATION. LaPorte County.
Reversed. Remy, J. August 1, 1929.
Where a note includes a conditional sales contract giving the vendor-
payee the right to repossess the property, and the vendor-payee has exer-
cised the right to repossess, he cannot subsequently recover on the note.
13900 DAvIS v. STATE. Pulaski County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. October
10, 1929.
Appellant was found guilty on a charge of larceny. The evidence was
sufficient to sustain the verdict. The verdict is not contrary to law.
13463 DENNY V. CARPENTER CONSTRUCTION CO. Vigo County. Affirmed.
Nichols, J. October 24, 1929.
Action by appellant as ancillary receiver of a bonding and casualty
company to recover premiums on road contract bonds, the premiums sought
to be recovered alleged to be due on a contract or "construction bonds
only." See opinion for facts and discussions of points involved.
13489 DETWILER, ADMX. v. CULvER MILITARY ACADEMY, ET AL. Marshall
County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. October 24, 1929.
This was an action to recover for the death of appellant's intestate who
was struck and killed by an automobile driven by appellee Reed. While
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there was error in the instructions the court says the error was harmless
inasmuch as an examination of the whole record shows that a right result
was reached on the merits of the case.
13263 DUNN V. DEITSCHEL, ET AL. Allen County. Reversed. McMahan,
C. J. June 28, 1929.
The court's decision is not sustained by sufficient evidence and is con-
trary to law. A court, like a jury, is bound by the evidence and has no
authority to fix the amount of attorney fees in the absence of any evi-
dence, nor in utter disregard of the evidence upon the question.
13691 EAST V. STATE. Hancock County. Reversed. Remy, J. Septem-
ber 25, 1929.
The only question presented to the reviewing court is the action of the
trial court in denying appellant's petition to vacate judgment and his leave
to withdraw plea of guilty. The court concludes that under the facts as
shown by the record in the case, the action of the court in denying the
petition was an abuse of its discretion.
13351 EGBERT, EXa. ET AL. v. EGBERT, ET AL. Boone County. Affirmed.
McMahan, C. J. October 1, 1929.
This is an action to contest a will. The evidence was sufficient to sus-
tain the verdict and there was no reversible error in the instructions
13471 ELGIN, JOLIET & EASTERN Ry. Co. v. ASHTON. Lake County. Re-
-'e'sed. Nichols, J. October 3, 1929.
This is an appeal from the action of the trial court in sustaining a
motion to strike out a motion for a new trial and from the judgment ren-
dered in the case. While it does not appear that the motion for a new
trial was presented directly to the court, it does appear that at the re-
quest of the appellant in open court the clerk made an entry thereof in
the order book of the court. The presumption of law is that the judge
did his duty when he heard the entry of filing the motion read along with
the other proceedings of the day, and then signed them. This was suffi-
cient to call his attention thereto.
13402 EMULSIFIED ASPHALT Co. V. CITY OF COLUmBUS. Decatur County.
Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. August 29, 1929.
The only question involved in this appeal requires a consideration of
the evidence which appellee insists is not in the record. Appellant has
made no attempt to correct the record so as to overcome appellee's objec-
tion. On the authority of Johnson, Admr. v. Johnson, 156 Ind. 592, 60
N. E. 451; Butt v. Lake Shore etc. R. Co. 159 Ind. 490, 65 N. E. 529; and
Robinson v. Smith, 64 Ind. App. 119, 115 N. E. 336, it is held the evidence
is not in the record.
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13497 EPPERSON, ET AL. V. R STATTER. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed.
Remy, J. October 1, 1929.
Action by appellee to recover for damages to appellee's automobile al-
leged to have been caused by the negligence of one of the appellants, the
15 year old son of the other appellant, while operating the latter's car.
There was sufficient evidence from which the trial court might infer that
the son was, at the time cf the collision, "operating the car either as agent
of his father or with his knowledge and consent." Where the appellee
examined the telephone directory and finding a number listed therein as
that of appellant, called central station and asked to be connected with
the number so listed, and when so connected the man who responded stated
that he was the appellant, a prima facie case of identity is made out.
13562 EVANS ET AL. V. WATT, ET AL. Industrial Board. Reversed. Nichols,
J. October 3, 1929.
The only question involved in this appeal is the question of jurisdiction,
the Industrial Board apparently basing its holding that it had no juris-
diction on the advisory opinion given in In Re Industrial Board, 69 Ind.
App. 669, 139 N. E. 171. Since neither the Industrial Board nor the Ap-
pellate Court has authority to adjudicate the constitutionality of a statute
the Industrial Board must assume that the statute in question is consti-
tutional until there is a decision by the Supreme Court adjudicating that
the act involved is unconstitutional.
13772 FALL CREEK MFG. Co. ET AL. V. FERGUSON. Industrial Board. Af-
firmed. Nichols, J. October 10, 1929.
Affirmed on authority of Indiana Portland Cement Co. v. Frazier, 86
Ind. App. 406.
13460 FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BRAZIL, INDIANA, V. STEVENSON. Clay
County. Affirmed. Lockyear, J. October 9, 1929.
An action to recover the unpaid purchase price of certain real estate
and to have the same sold to satisfy the lien and debt. The trial court
was justified in concluding, under the evidence, that satisfactory payment
had settled all claims of the appellant against the appellee. See opinion
for full statement of evidence.
13122 FISHMAN v. EADS. Marion County. Affirmed. Neal, J. Nichols, J.
dissents with opinion. October 25, 1929.
Action by appellee to recover damages for an injury received as the
result of being struck by a car driven by the appellant. The facts were
sufficient to justify the finding that the appellant was negligent and that
the appellee was not chargeable with contributory negligence.
13426 FORT WAYNE CHECKER CAB Co. v. DAVIS. Allen County. Petition
for rehearing dismissed. October 3, 1929.
Appellant does not avoid the force of its agreement made in good faith
not to ask for a change of venue, the promise being made to obtain a
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continuance of the case. Also there is a failure to comply with Rule 29
of Supreme and Appellate Courts requiring that on a petition for rehear-
ing eight copies of the brief must be filed at the time the petition is filed.
13670 GEORGADES V. STATE. Lake County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. October 8,
1929.
Appellant was convicted on the charge of maintaining a common nuisance.
Where the facts, which it is claimed show probable cause for the issuing
of a search warrant, are not embodied in the affidavit, and where there
is, by the magistrate, an examination under oath for the purpose of deter-
mining the existence of probable cause, the testimony so heard need not
be reduced to writing before the magistrate may lawfully issue a warrant
for search.
13671 GEORGADES V. STATE. Lake County, Reversed. Lockyear, J. August
1, 1929.
Affirmed on authority of Georgades v. State, No. 13670, decided this
term.
13123 GRAND TRUNx WESTERN RY. Co. v. CATHER. St. Joseph County.
Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. June 26, 1929.
This is an action to recover from the defendant railroad company for
personal injuries occasioned by a collision between an automobile in which
the plaintiff was riding and a locomotive of the defendant company. See
opinion and dissenting opinion for full discussion of evidence and the al-
leged erroneous instructions.
31784 HALL V. STATE. Monroe County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. October 3,
1929.
Appellant was convicted of unlawful sale, barter, etc., of intoxicating
liquor. The right to a change if venue is not a constitutional right but
a creation of the legislature and is subject to such conditions as the leg-
islative body sees fit to impose. The affidavit for change of judge did
not comply with the requirement of the statute that such affidavit "shall
be filed at least 10 days before the day set for trial or if a date less than
10 days is set for trial, then such affidavit shall be filed within 2 days
after the setting of the case for trial." The evidence was sufficient to sus-
tain the decision of the court.
13783 HALL V. STATE. Monroe County. Affirmed. Lockyear, J. October
4, 1929.
Affirmed on authority of Hall v. State, No. 13784, decided this term.
13456 HENSENT V. VESSLEY. Starke County. Reversed. McMahan, C. J.
July 5, 1929.
This was an action by appellant to collect rent alleged to be owing under
the terms of a lease. The evidence was not sufficient to support judgment
for defendant. Surrender of premises and acceptance by landlord will
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absolve the tenant from liability for rent thereafter accruing, but it is a
question for the jury to determine under the evidence whether there was
surrender and acceptance.
13436 HAnRIs V. JAY. Wabash County. Affirmed. Per Curiam. October
24, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13720 HEADLEE V. STATE. Rush County. Affirmed. Neal, J. August 29,
1929.
Appellant was convicted of the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquor and
assigns as error that the verdict of the jury is not sustained by sufficient
evidence and that the verdict is contrary to law. The evidence not being
set out in the appellant's brief, the court could not consider the alleged
errors.
13907 HINER V. STATE. Marion County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. September
27, 1929.
Appellant was convicted on the charge of maintaining a liquor nuisance.
The evidence was sufficient to sustain the conviction unless the testimony
of a police officer was incompetent. Proper and timely objection to the
testimony not having been presented, the competency, on appeal, stands as
admitted.
13447 THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY V. DAY. Benton County. Affirmed.
Remy, J. October 23, 1929.
Action on fire insurance policy. Where the insurance company, after
a fire, decided to await the report of the fire marshal before adjusting the
loss, and left the impression that the loss would be paid if the report of
that officer was favorable to the insured, and the insured was led to believe
that proof would not be required, the conduct would, under the authorities,
amount to a waiver on the part of the company of its right to require
such proof. There was competent evidence to support the conclusion that
appellant waived his right to proof of loss.
13786 HONE V. STATE. Clay County Affirmed. Nichols, J. August 1, 1929.
The appellant had been sentenced in a city court on a plea of guilty to
a charge of unlawful possession of intoxicating liquor and thereupon ap-
pealed to the circuit court. A motion for leave to withdraw the plea of
guilty was overruled, as well as a motion for a jury trial to assess his
punishment, the circuit court passing judgment on his plea of guilty al-
ready entered. Motion for a new trial filed after a plea of guilty pre-
sents no question for review since there has been no trial. Even if appel-
lant had properly presented alleged error of the court in refusing him
leave to withdraw his plea of guilty his contention is answered against
him in Doench v. State - Ind. App. -, 165 N. E. 777.
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13737 INDIANA LIMESTONE CO. V. RIDGE. Industrial Board. Affirmed.
Remy, J. September 24, 1929.
This is an appeal from an award of the Industrial Board involving the
insufficiency of the evidence to sustain the award, the controversy being
as to the degree of permanent partial impairment. The award is sus-
tained by sufficient evidence.
13563 INMAN V. SKELTON, ET AL. Industrial Board. Affirmed. Enloe, J.
October 3, 1929.
The appellee was not an employer within the provisions of Sec. 9513
Burns' 1926.
13558 INLAND STEEL Co. v. GARCIA, ET AL. Industrial Board. Affirmed.
Per Curiam. June 28, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13349 INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS INC. V. GLoSSBRENNER. Marion County.
Affirmed. Remy, J. June 4, 1929.
Action by appellee against appellant to recover for services as agent
(1) on an express contract, (2) on quantum meruit. The only question
presented on appeal was whether the amount of recovery was too large.
There was sufficient evidence to justify the amount of recovery.
13434 JONES v. FLEwELLIN. Carroll County, Affirmed. Per Curiam. Oc-
tober 1, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13768 KEENER V. STATE. Henry County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J.
August 30, 1929.
When a party is being tried on a criminal charge he is entitled to prove
his good character only in so far as the trait of character offered to be
proved is involved in the criminal charge.
13265 KENT V. INTERSTATE PUBLIC SERVICE CO. Kosciusko County. Affirmed.
Nichols, J. October 24, 1929.
This is an action by the appellant to recover for the death of her 14 year
old son who was killed by coming into contact with an uninsulated electric
transmission wire maintained by appellee in the public highway. Under
the facts of the case the court did not err in directing a verdict. See
opinion for full presentation of the facts.
13255 KNECHT ET AL. V. STATE. 'Henry County. Reversed. Neal, J. Oc-
tober 4, 1929.
This is an appeal from a judgment rendered upon recognizance bond,
the proceeding for the enforcement of the bond purporting to be taken
under Sec. 2 of an act approved March 9, 1927 (Acts 1927, p. 411.) The
act in question is repugnant to the remedies recognized for the enforce-
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ment of forfeited recognizances and must therefore be construed strictly
and the court concludes that the evidence fails to show a strict compliance
with the provisions of the act; and it appears that the amount of the bond
was not as fixed by law, and the bond prematurely forfeited.
13328 KoicoMo LiFE & ACCIDENT INS. CO. V. WOLFORD. Clinton County.
Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. July 6, 1929.
This is an action on an accident insurance policy. It was a question of
fact for the jury whether the accidental injury was the active, efficient
and proximate cause of the death of the insuyed, and the jury having found
that it was, the finding must be sustained since there is legitimate evidence
to support it. There was no error in the instruction dealing with proxi-
mate cause.
13771 KosovAc v. STATE. Lake County. Affirmed. Lockyear, J. October
2, 1929.
The evidence was sufficient to sustain the findings of the court of guilty
on the counts of unlawful possession of intoxicating- liquor, the sale of
intoxicating liquor, and maintaining or assisting in maintaining a nuisance.
13644 KRIvOKUCHA V. STATE. Lake County. Petition for rehearing denied.
McMahan, C. J. June 18, 1929.
For former opinion see 165 N. E. 783. When an appellant presents a
question, the decision of which depends on the evidence, the burden is upon
the appellant to set out in his brief a recital of the evidence sufficient to
enable the court to decide the question without going to the record for the
purpose of ascertaining the evidence relating to the question involved,-
"it is no part of the duties of this court to search the record to reverse."
13486 LEE V. LAYTON. Marion County. Affirmed. Per Curiam. August
1, 1929.
This is an action for "damages to appellee's automobile caused by a col-
lision between the automobiles of appellant and appellee, the appellee's au-
tomobile being driven at the time of the collision by the appellee's wife.
Evidence showing that the wife was the gratuitous bailee of appellee, her
contributory negligence will not be imputed to the husband to defeat re-
covery for appellant's negligent injury to the automobile.
13767 LEE V. STATE. Marion County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. August 1, 1929.
Under Acts 1926, p. 416, Ch. 132, Sec. 9 amending Acts 1905, p. 627,
Ch. 169, Sec. 197, a conviction is not invalidated by failure of the record
to show an arraignment and plea, or either of them, unless the record
shall show that the defendant, before the trial objected to entering upon
the trial for lack of such arraignment or plea.
13442 THE LEHMAN MFG. Co. ET AL. v. JEwETT, ET Ai. Dubois County.
Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. October 2, 1929.
Action by the receiver of a bank to recover on -ertain first mortgage
coupon bonds issued by defendant and for a foreclosure of the mortgage
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and a declaration of first lien. Where the evidence discloses that bonds
and coupons have been destroyed, one seeking to recover on the same is
not required to furnish indemnity before suit, nor before being entitled to
recover, since a maker can run no risk of being compelled to pay the sec-
ond time. See opinion for discussion of the sufficiency of the evidence to
sustain the finding. The court did not err in the conclusions of law nor
in overruling the demurrer to the complaint.
13805 LONG V. STATE. Rush County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. June 27, 1929.
Error in sustaining a demurrer to a motion to quash an affidavit on
which the search warrant was issued, and the return thereon, and to re-
strain the officers from testifying to evidence secured as a result of the
same, is harmless error where the evidence discloses that the officer did
not need to rely upon the search warrant in order to make a valid search.
If the trial court was in error in admitting evidence to the effect that the
appellant was a bootlegger, this was harmless error in view of the uncon-
tradicted evidence that appellant was transporting liquor in his automo-
bile at the time of his arrest and was therefore guilty of the charge,
regardless of any evidence as to what his position or reputation had been
theretofore.
13394 MAGEE V. INDIANA BUsINESs COLLEGE. Order. Cass County. Lock-
year, J. September 12, 1929.
The court orders that the decision of the court in the above entitled cause
revert to and be entered as of the date of submission thereof.
13406 MANUFACTURERS FINANCE TRUST, ET AL. v. HADLEY. Morgan County.
Affirmed. Nichols, J. June 21, 1929.
Action by appellee against appellants upon a replevin bond, to recover
damages alleged to have been sustained by a breach of the terms of the
bond. It is not necessary for the maintaining of an action for breach of
a replevin bond that there should have been a judgment in the action of
replevin for the return of the property or for damages, and in this case the
dismissal of the replevin suit by the appellant was a breach of the replevin
bond.
13493 MARSHALL V. STATE. Wells County. AppeaZ dismissed. McMahan,
C. J. June 18, 1929.
Appellant was .-onvicted in a circuit court, sitting as a juvenile court,
of contributing to the delinquency of a minor child. Appeal dismissed for
reason that the traznscript was not filed with the clerk of the Appellate
Court within 30 days after rendition of judgment and for the further rea-
son that proper notice was not served on the prosecuting attorney.
13551 MASON V. WAMPLER. Industrial Board. Affirmed. McMnahan, C. J.
June 21, 1929.
An appeal from the action of Industrial Board denying compensation.
Where a carpenter, employed as such, with other carpenters, to remodel
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a dwelling house then owned by the employer and used by him as a resi-
dence, was injured on the first day of such employment, the employment
was not in the usual course of the "business, trade, occupation or pro-
fession of the employer," the employer being the owner of and being ex-
clusively engaged in the operation of a restaurant and confectionery busi-
ness, and the court cannot find as a matter of law that it was not casual.
13266 MAYFIL, Er AL. V. RUMFORD, ET AL. Marion County. Affirmed.
Nichols, J. June 20, 1929.
The alleged error of the court in failing to appoint a guardian ad litem
for a minor child is not properly presented in a motion for a new trial.
There was no error in overruling appellant's motion for a new trial on
the ground of newly discovered evidence.
13347 MDCANN ET AL. V. PLANEm Porter County. Affirmed. Per Curiam.
October 22, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13539 MCMILLAN V. STATE. Marion County. Appeal dismissed. Lock-
year, J. October 3, 1929.
Since from the record it appears that no judgment of the juvenile court
was ever made and entered in the proceedings, the appeal is dismissed and
appellant ordered released.
13469 McQuAiDE, ADMR. v. McQuAmE, ET AL. Vigo County. Affirmed.
Neal, J. October 25, 1929.
This appeal involves two cases to quiet title, the cases turning on whether
a resulting or constructive trust existed under the facts. The special find-
ing fails to establish the ultimate fact of a trust, either resulting or con-
structive. See case for full presentation of the facts.
13663 McSwAnm v. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Rehearing denied. Neal.
J. August 1, 1929.
The court reaffirms the ruling in Hantz v. State, 166 N. E. 439.
13452 MERKELL V. DEXTER, ET AL. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed. Per
Curiam. August 1, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13741 MICHAELRRE V. STATE. Clay County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. Octo-
ber 2, 1929.
The appeal raises the question of whether an appellant, testifying as a
witness in another case, was therefore immune from punishment for the
offence charged against him and whether the court abused its discretion
in not permitting him to withdraw his previously entered plea, and to
enter a plea of not guilty, and set up, in bar of his prosecution, Sec. 2755
Burns 1926. The testimony given by the appellant was material as it
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affected the defendant in the other case, but it was entirely independent
of the charge against appellant and was not so connected as to bring
the appellant within the purview of Sec. 2755 Burns' 1926. The trial
court did not abuse its descretion.
13715 MILES V. BourF. Marion County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J.
July 31, 1929.
The fact that evidence is not in the record is no reason why the appeal
should be dismissed, but it necessarily requires that the judgment be
affirmed when the only question presented by the appeal requires a con-
sideration of the evidence.
13719 MILLER V. STATE. DeKalb County. Affirmed. Remy, J. July 5, 1929.
An appeal from a conviction on the charge of selling intoxicating liquor
in violation of the statute. The evidence is not in the record and the al-
leged errors are not presented.
13743 MOORE V. STATE. Delaware County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. Oc-
tober 9, 1929.
Appellant was convicted on an affidavit charging him with obtaining
money by fraudulent pretenses. The affidavit alleges facts sufficient to
charge offense and the evidence was sufficient "to sustain the conviction.
13082 MORGAN, ADMR. V. CATHERWOOD, ET AL. Benton County. Reversed.
Remy, J. August 29, 1929.
A suit by administrator to set aside, as fraudulent, a conveyance of
intestate, the suit being to procure assets with which to pay claims rep-
resented by judgments against the estate. The complaint and answers
involve the effect of the Statute of Limitations of the state of Illinois, a
judgment in suit for partition, the effect of a release of one of several
joint debtors, the construction of a will and the effect of a conveyance of
interest by one joint tenant. See opinion for the finding of facts and
discussion of the conclusions of law based thereon. While it is the general
rule that a party cannot apply to a court of equity, if he have a full and
complete remedy at common law, still courts of equity have concurrent
jurisdiction with courts of law where a debtor is dead and a creditor has
to proceed against the heirs, executors or administrators, and the creditor
may elect into which court he will go.
13382 NAIL ET AL. v. WILSON, ET AL. Marion County. Affirmed. McMahan,
C. J. September 26, 1929.
This is an action for specific performance of a contract for exchange
of real estate and the trial court correctly holds that the description was
so indefinite that specific performance could not be demanded.
13472 NATIONAL Fin INS. Co. v. BURTON ET AL. Lake County. Affirmed.
Nichols, J. October 3, 1929.
An action to set aside a judgment taken by appellees by default. The
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record does not show that the court abused its discretion in refusing to
set aside the judgment.
13560 NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INS. CO. V. HALE. Marion County.
Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. October 24, 1929.
In order that Rule 36 shall apply, it is necessary that the appellee mov-
ing to dismiss cause for want of notice, has not appeared in the court to
which the appeal has been taken and the act of the appellee in appearing
in the court and filing her petition for an extension of time within which
to file her brief in answer to appellant's brief on the merits amounted to
an appearance and gave the Appellate Court jurisdiction. Under the pro-
visions an act creating the Municipal Courts of Marion County (Acts 1925,
p. 457, ch. 194, See. 25, Sec. 1748, Burns' 1926), it is the duty of the judge
by whom the final order of judgment is entered to sign and file the bill
of exceptions; and in the instant case this was the judge pro tempore.
The bill of exceptions having been signed by the regular judge, the evi-
dence is not in the record. (The court notes specially that this :statute
applies to no court except the Marion Municipal courts.)
13483 THE OHIO CONTRACT PURCHASE Co. v. BOLIN, ET AL. Vigo County.
Affirmed. McMahan, J. October 8, 1929.
Action to recover balance alleged to be due on a promissory note pay-
able in monthly installments, the note having come to the plaintiff by en-
dorsement. The note being negotiable in form under the Negotiable In-
struments Act, the burden was on the makers to prove want of considera-
tion and knowledge of that fact by appellant at or prior to the time it
purchased the note. But fraud having been alleged as a defense and proved
the burden is on the plaintiff-holder to prove that he is a "bona fide holder,
and that he paid a valuable consideration for it." The court cannot say
that the trial court erred in saying that appellant failed to discharge the
burden of proving want of knowledge of the alleged fraud.
13356 PALMER, ADMR. ET AL. V. DEVNEY. Vanderburgh County. Reversed.
Enloe, J. October 31, 1929.
The clause of Sec. 444 Burns 1926 which provides that there shall be
no "change of venue from the county of the administration of the estate"
of a deceased person, does not apply to the trial of exceptions filed to a
final report of an administrator. The lower court erred in denying change
of venue.
13430 PENNSYLVANIA RD. CO. V. PELSOR. Starke County. Reversed. Lock-
year, J. October 23, 1929.
An action for damages for personal injuries sustained by the appellee
while an invited guest in an automobile, the injury resulting from a col-
lision with appellant's train. Since the regulation of headlights on loco-
motives drawing interstate trains is under etclusive federal regulation,
it was error to admit evidence concerning the regulation of headlights
under the law of Indiana and in instructing the jury in relation to the
Indiana law.
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13766 PETRS Ex PARTE. Starke County. Reversed. Enloe, J. June 19,
1929.
This case involves a claim for services rendered as special judge of a
circuit court, the services being rendered during vacation. In the provision
"may preside until the return of the regular judge" (See. 1814 Burns Ann.
Stat. 1926) the word "may" will be construed as meaning "shall." The
statute having fixed the time during which the appointee should act, "the
attempt to limit such appointment to 'during the January Term, 1927' was
without force and effect."
In Re Pettiford, Ex Parte. Petition denied. Enloe, J. McMahan, C. J.,
Lockyear, Neal, Nichols and Remy, J. J., concur. June 24, 1929.
This is a petition to be admitted to bail, pending an appeal, under the
provision of Sec. 1 of Ch. 121 of the Acts of 1921, p. 424. Under the pro-
visions of this act a defendant cannot be admitted to bail unless a proper
showing shall be made of a probability of a reversal of the judgment and
the petition not having made a showing such as the law requires, the court
has no authority to make an order admitting him to bail.
13470 PFEIL, ET AL. V. CITIZENS LOAN & TRUST Co., LOGANSPORT, INDIANA.
Miami County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. August 30, 1929.
Action by appellee against appellants on a promissory note, the appel-
lants filing an action based on failure of consideration and fraud. There
was no evidence to sustain either paragraph of answer and the court
committed no error in instructing the jury to return a verdict for appellee.
13718 PIENTA V. INDIANA HARBOR BELT RD. Industrial Board. Reversed.
Neal, J. October 2, 1929.
Reversed upon the authority of Feldman v. Elmore, 163 N. E. 846.
13478 PoER v. TERRELL. Shelby County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. October
10, 1929.
Action by appellee for an accounting and for the dissolution of a part-
nership. Where the evidence is conflicting and there is ample evidence to
sustain the decision the reviewing court does not weigh the evidence.
13782 POLAND V. STATE. Marion County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. June 7,
1929.
Appellant was convicted on the charge of maintaining a liquor nuisance.
When there is ample evidence to justify the court's view that appellant
was maintaining a place where persons were permitted to resort for the
purpose of drinking intoxicating liquor as a beverage, it is sufficient to
sustain the prosecution for maintaining a liquor nuisance. The reviewing
court will not disturb any inference drawn by the trial court if there was
any evidence to sustain it.
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13627 RENZ ET AL. V. STATE. St. Joseph County. Affirmed. Neal, J. June
18, 1929.
Appellant and another were convicted of unlawful possession of intoxi-
cating liquor, the affidavit also charging the maintaining of a common
nuisance. The evidence was sufficient to sustain the conviction., One who
has possession of intoxicating liquor, as defined by statute, possesses it
at his peril, and it is no defence that the possessor had no knowledge that
it contained a larger per cent of alcohol by volume than permitted by
Sec. 2715 Burns Ann. Stat. 1926.
13769 REYNOLDS V. STATE. Marion County. Affirmed. Nichols, J. July
31, 1929.
Appellant was convicted on the charge of transporting and shipping in-
toxicating liquor. From the evidence the trial court could reasonably in-
fer "that appellant drove the automobile from Osgood into the fairgrounds
with the liquor in it."
13474 RILEY V. RiLEY. Delaware County. Affirmed. Per Curiam. Octo-
ber 10, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13614 ROBERTSON V. STATE. Delaware County. Petition for rehearing
granted. Lockyear, J. August 1, 1929.
Where the defendant was prosecuted under an affidavit in three counts
and there was evidence from which the jury might have found him guilty
of each of two counts, but no evidence to support the third count, an in-
struction which allowed the jury to return an omnibus verdict, while im-
proper, was not reversible error, the minimum and maximum punishment
provided by the law for the violation of each count being the same.
13454 RUSSELL, ET AL. V. GIFT. Marion County. Affirmed. Nichols, J.
August 1, 1929.
Parol evidence is competent to show that a written contract was signed
and delivered upon a condition precedent, such evidence not contradicting
or varying the written instrument, but showing that the written instru-
ment never becomes operative as between the parties.
13229 SCHAFFNER v. BENSON. Gibson County. Reversed. Remy, J. June
27, 1929.
This was a suit to cancel an oil and gas well lease, and to have appellee
adjudged the owner of certain oil well casing used by appellant on the
theory that the same had been abandoned. To constitute an abandonment
of property there must be a concurrence of the intention to abandon and
an actual relinquishment. The evidence was not sufficient to sustain the
court's finding that the appellant had abandoned the lease and property in
question.
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13448 SCHEMMEL V. ATLAS STATE BANK. Henry County. Affirmed. Lock-
year, J. August 30, 1929.
This was an action by the appellee against the appellant to rescind the
purchase of certain real estate which appellant had conveyed to appellee.
A corporation is not precluded from recovering for fraud committed
against it in a sale of property to it by certain of its directors because
the parties committing the fraud were stockholders and to permit such
recovery would operate to the holder of their shares. The defense of laches
cannot prevail, so long as the plaintiff was wholly in the power of the
defendants. Actual intent to defraud is not an essential element of "con-
structive or legal fraud." The rules relating to honesty and fair dealing
in the management of the principal's business by the agent apply to the
relationship between the officers of a private corporation and the corpora-
tion.
13705 SCHENK V. STATE. Posey County. Reversed. McMahan, C. J. July
6, 1929.
Reversed on authority of Wallace v. State, 199 Ind. 317, 157 N. E. 657.
13398 SCooNOVER v. CARPENTER CONSTRUCTION Co. 'Hancock County. Pe-
tition for rehearing denied. Per Curiam. June 20, 1929.
Petition for rehearing denied. The court remits the 10 per cent penalty
assessed against appellant.
13667 SEIBERT V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Petition for rehearing
denied. McMahan, C. J. August 1, 1929.
No question is presented concerning the giving of instructions where
the instructions are attempted to be brought into the record in the Appel-
late Court by including therein the original bill of exceptions instead of a
copy of such bill.
13408 SILER V. COLosIMo. Lake County. Affirmed. Lockyear, J. June 7,
1929.
This case involves the construction of the contract and the evidence is
sufficient to support the finding of the trial court.
13508 SMITH V. SMrrH. Vigo County. Affirmed. Remy, J. October 25,
1929.
It was proper to introduce parol testimony of an expert as to the state
of the law in Illinois on the issue presented and the court did not err in
refusing to instruct that the laws of another state must be proved by
means of copies duly attested by the proper officers of the courts of that
state. (See Secs. 342 and 343 Code of Civil Procedure, Secs. 506 and 507
Burns' 1926 and also Sec. 905 of the Code of Civil Procedure, Sec. 497
Burns' 1926.)
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13376 HENRY C. SMITHER ROOFING Co. v. HELEN REALTY CO. ET AL. Marion
County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J. October 4, 1929.
This was a suit to recover for material and labor and involves especially
a question of whether or not the plaintiff can reach a fund deposited with
the lessor by the lessee of the building as collateral security for perform-
ance of the terms and conditions of the lease by the lessee and its guar-
antors and their obligations under the lease. Under the terms of the
agreement the deposit was not for the benefit of appellant. "In order
that a third party may have a lien on the fund, the holder of this fund
must be authorized to pay claims direct to the creditors without further
intervention of the debtor." The obligation of the guarantors of per-
formance by the lessee would not run to persons furnishing labor or mate-
rial even though the lessee agreed to keep the roof of the theatre in re-
pair at its own cost.
13598 SOVICH V. STATE. Lake County. Affirmed. Neal, J. July 5, 1929.
If the search warrant under which a search is begun is sufficient, the
evidence obtained while acting thereunder is not rendered inadmissible by
the misconduct of the officer while engaged in the search.
13759 STAF V. STATE. Allen County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. August 1,
1929.
The appeal presents the question of what constitutes sufficient evidence
to sustain a conviction of maintaining a common nuisance in violation of
the liquor law; the evidence was held to be sufficient.
13391 STARKE COUNTY TRUST AND SAVINGs BANK V. HOBART. Starke Coun-
ty. Affirmed. Neal, J. September 12, 1929.
The complaint for a new trial under Sec. 614 Burns 1926- is an inde-
pendent proceeding and a judgment rendered thereon is a final judgment.
Before an appeal can be predicated upon alleged errors arising at the
trial, the trial court must be afforded an opportunity to review the same,
which can only be accomplished by a motion for a new trial. Conse-
quently appellant cannot present the alleged errors in the Appellate Court
without a motion for a new trial, exception thereto and an assignment of
error that the court erred in overruling his motion for a new trial.
13466 STATE EX REL. V. CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK. St. Joseph County. Re-
versed. Nichols, J. October 24, 1929.
This is an action by appellant against appellee to recover the amount
of certain checks, warrants, and orders belonging to the school township
which the appellee bank discounted at the instance and request of the
trustee of the township, it being averred in each paragraph of the com-
plaint that appellee knew or had reasonable opportunity for knowing that
the trustee desired to have the warrants cashed by appellee and the pro-
ceeds delivered to him, in order that he might appropriate the proceeds
wrongfully to his own personal use and benefit, etc. Under the facts as
averred and under the authorities cited, the court held that it was error
to sustain appellee's demurrer to the complaint.
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13523 STATE Ex RmL. COOKE v. WIBOLFF. Dearborn County. Affirmed. Mc-
Mahan, C. J. August 31, 1929.
This is an action to recover damages for breach of the official bond of
appellee as township trustee, the breach alleged being the failure and re-
fusal of the said trustee to transport the realtor's children to and from
school. Sec. 6853 Burns 1926, Acts 1921, p. 744, which provides that where
a school has been abandoned the trustee shall provide and maintain means
of transportation for all pupils of such abandoned school who live more
than a certain distance from the school to which they are assigned, is not
applicable to a case where a school district of one township has been aban-
doned by consolidation with a school district in another township.
13161 STATE V. FEIGLE. Marion County. Transferred to Supreme Court.
June 18, 1929.
Four judges having failed to concur in the result of this case, it is
hereby transferred to the Supreme Court, under the provisions of Sec.
1351, Burns 1926.
13375 STATE V. SCOTT CONSTRUCTION CO. Marion County. Reversed. Lock-
year, J. June 21, 1929.
Action by appellee in the Marion Superior Court, as a court of claims,
on a contract alleged to have been executed by the state of Indiana "through
the Highway Commission" and appellee. It was error for the court to
overrule the motion of appellant requiring the court to find facts specially
and to state conclusions of law thereon.
13297 STRIFEL ET AL. v. FARnERs STATE BANK. LaGrange County. Affirmed.
McMahan, C. J. September 25, 1929.
This is an action by appellants against the appellee bank for money had
and received. The court found the facts specially and the questions pre-
sented for decision relate to the conclusions of law. The facts are suffi-
cient to bar recovery because of laches. See opinion for the facts and
discussion of conclusions based thereon.
13340 STULTS v. GORDON, ADmR. Wells County. Affirmed. McMahan,
C. J. August 28, 1929.
Where bonds were left with a bank pursuant to an agreement to return
bonds of the same issue and amount after 60 days' notice the relation of
bailor and bailee is created; and not the relation of either vendor-vendee
or debtor-creditor. The bank having sold the bonds the proceeds arising
from such sale became a trust fund and the bailor was entitled to recover
the amount as a preferred claimant, "if, and to the extent that, he sus-
tained the burden of proof of tracing this money, either in its original
shape or in a substituted form, into the money which came into the hands
of the receiver as a part of the assets of the bank."
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13567 SYRACUSE CABINET Co. v. LF ny. Industrial Board. Affirmed. Mc-
Mahan, C. J. July 3, 1929.
Appeal from an award by the Industrial Board. The appellee, having
suffered an accident which rendered the hand totally useless is entitled to
an award on the basis of a complete loss of hand, although the appellee
had suffered an accidental injury previously in another occupation result-
ing in the amputation of the first joint of the thumb, the first joint of
the index finger and the first joint of the middle finger. If there were
any material loss of the use of the hand as the result of the first injury
it will be presumed that such loss was taken into consideration in fixing
the wages.
13206 TALBOT v. TALBOT. St. Joseph County. Affirmed. McMahan, C. J.
July 31, 1929.
Under the facts the court did not err in refusing to set aside the sub-
mission, although the court held matters under advisement for more than
90 days, contrary to Sec. 603 Burns 1926 which forbids trial court to hold
matters under advisement for more than 60 days. Although there was
a finding not sustained by the evidence and an erroneous conclusion of
law, the record shows that there was a fair trial upon the merits and a
correct result having been reached, judgment is affirmed, notwithstanding
intervening errors.
13437 TELL CITY NATIONAL BANK V. WISCHER, ET AL. Perry County.
Affirmed. Nichols, J. Enloe, J. dissents with opinion in which Neal,
J. concurs. October 30, 1929.
Under Section 9343 Burns 1926 debts owing to laborers for labor fur-
nished in picking and storing a crop of apples should be given priority
over a warehouse receipt given to secure a loan, the warehouse receipts
having been executed and indorsed by the present holders after the labor
had been performed, the holders having knowledge that the labor had not
been paid for and the warehouse receipts being for the apples in the har-
vesting and preserving of which the labor had been expended. The dis-
senting opinion takes the position that warehouse receipts being negotiable
by statute and the same having been endorsed and delivered to the appellant
as collateral security for bona fide indebtedness, the result was to vest in thp
appellant legal title to the apples; and that, if the appellees had a lien it
could only attach to the assets of the debtor coming into the hands of the
receiver and that the only asset as respects the warehouse receipts was the
surplus, if any, after the debt secured by the warehouse rccipts had been
paid.
13701 TERmLLn V. STATE. Lawrence County. Affirmed. Remy, J. August
28, 1929.
Appellant was convicted of the offence of maintaining a liquor nuisance
in violation of statute. It is not a valid objection that the indictment did
not describe or locate with certainty the place referred to; it is sufficient
that the acts complained of are alleged to have occurred in Lawrence
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County and that the offence is charged substantially in the language of
the statute. The evidence was sufficient to support the court's decision.
13577 THINNES V. STATE. Ripley County. On petition for rehearing. Af-
firmed. Lockyear, J. July 6, 1929.
On the authority of Hantz v. State, 166 N. E. 439, it is held that there
was no error in overruling objection to evidence where objection thereto
was first made on its introduction.
13785 THRIFT TRUST Co., ADMR. V. WHITE, ET AL. Porter County. Re-
versed. Remy, J. Lockyear, J. dissents. June 25, 1929.
A will is "signed" within the meaning of the statute where the name
of the testatrix appears in the superscription in her own handwriting and
as thus written was intended by the writer as her signature.
13785 THRIFT REALTY Co., ADMR. ET AL. V. WHITE, ET AL. Porter County.
Petition for rehearing denied. Remy, J. October 22, 1929.
The testator's name written at the commencement of an instrument is
a valid signature is adopted as such and the facts of the instant case
show an intent to adopt the name as written in the commencement of
a will as a signature.
13639 THOMPSON V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed. Remy, J.
July 6, 1929.
On the authority of Hantz v. State, the defendant waived any right he
may have had to question the validity of the search warrant or to object
to the evidence secured thereunder by failing to timely present the ques-
tion. The two offences of possession of intoxicating liquor and maintain-
ing a common nuisance are separate and distinct offences which it was
within the power of the legislature to create.
13624 THOMPSON V. STATE. Vanderburgh County. Affirmed. Remy, J.
July 6, 1929.
This is an appeal from a conviction for maintaining a common nuisance.
The facts stated in the affidavit in conjunction with evidence introduced
before the magistrate at the time of issuing the search warrant show
probable cause.
13751 TRUSCON STEEL Co. V. THE METRoPOLITAN CASUALTY INS. CO. OF
NEw YORK. Vanderburgh County. Motion to dismiss appeal over-
ruled. McMahan, C. J. October 4, 1929.
Appellee having entered its appearance and having obtained an exten-
sion of time for filing its brief cannot now have the appeal dismissed
for want of notice, under Rule No. 36. In the absence of a rule to the
contrary it will be the policy of the Appellate Court to hold that the time
during which a petition to dismiss is pending shall not be considered in
determining the time within which an appellee's brief shall be filed.
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13612 TuRx v. STATE. Marion County. Reversed. Remy, J. July 5, 1929.
Reversed on authority of Wallace v. State (1927) 199 Ind. 317, 157 N.
E. 657.
13760 WAiNscoTT v. STATE. Montgomery County. Reversed. Enloe, J.
June 6, 1929.
The appellant was convicted on the charge of public indecency. The
facts proven do not bring the case within the statute as to public in-
decency.
13662 WALxKR V. STATE. Lawrence County. Petition for rehearing de-
nied. McMahan, C. J. July 6, 1929.
Where affidavit was filed in a circuit court after an appeal was taken
from a conviction in a city court, and the defendant appeared in the cir-
cuit court and filed a motion to quash the affidavit, the circuit court ob-
tained jurisdiction of appellant and of the crime charged in the affidavit
even though the city court had no jurisdiction to try the case on its merits.
The court distinguishes from Nace v. State, 117 Ind. 114, where the affi-
davit was not filed in the circuit court after the appeal was taken.
13787 WARNKE v. STATE. Cass County. Affirmed. Lockyear, J. June 26,
1929.
Appeal from a charge of larceny. When the defendant "reached up and
plucked the chickens from the roost and put them in the sack, the crime
of larceny was complete. The fact that he was shot before he got off
the premises neither adds to nor takes from the essential elements of the
crime."
13309 WERUNG, ADMR. V. THE NEW YoRx, CHICAGO & ST. Louis RD. CO.
Allen County. Affirned. Nichols, J. October 3, 1929.
Action for damages for the alleged negligent killing of appellant's dece-
dent while he was acting as conductor of one of appellee's trains. The
court did not err in directing a verdict. See opinion for full statement of
the facts and discussion of the assumption of risk under the Federal Em-
ployer's Liability Act.
13392 Wu.imy v. MANCOURT. Vigo County. Affirmed. Per Curiam. Oc-
tober 3, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13453 WILLIAMS, ET AL. V. BmiLERBAcx. Gibson County. Affirmed. Per
Curiam. August 31, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13354 WITTERMYER ET AL. V. DETRAz, ADME. Decatur County. Affirmed.
McMahan, C. J. October 23, 1929.
An action to recover on a promissory note, the plaintiffs being indorsees
and the defendant, the administrator of the maker. The evidence was
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sufficient to justify the jury in finding that the title of appellants' indorsers
was defective and under such state of facts the burden was upon appel-
lants to prove that they, or someone under whom they claimed title, ac-
quired the title as a holder in due course and the court cannot say that
as a matter of law they discharged that burden. (Sec. 11418 Burns 1926,
Sec. 59 Uniform Negotiable Instrument Act.)
13261 WOLF ET AL. V. SCHULTZ, ET AL. White County. Affirmed. Per
Curiam. October 23, 1929.
Per Curiam.
13668 WOLF v. STATE. Allen County. Reversed. Neal, J. June 18, 1929.
Appellant was convicted of maintaining a liquor nuisance. In view of
the lack of "ample evidence of the unlawful possession or sale of intoxi-
cating liquor, or that persons frequented appellant's place for the purpose
of drinking intoxicating liquor, at the time of the return of the indict-
ment and prior thereto within the period of limitations" the court was
of the opinion "that evidence of the sale of whiskey after the return of
the indictment, when applied to the facts in this case and the law applic-
able thereto, was inadmissible and harmful." Also, evidence as to repu-
tation of appellant's place ought to have been confined to a period of time
prior to the return of the indictment and within the statute of limitations.
13675 WOODSIMALL V. STATE. Sullivan County. Affirmed. Enloe, J. August
28, 1929.
Appellant was convicted of unlawfully possessing intoxicating liquor.
Upon the filing of an amended affidavit the original affidavit was super-
seded by the amended affidavit and there was no error in overruling ap-
pellant's motion to strike out the first count of the amended affidavit on
the ground that there was on file the original affidavit which charged the
same offense. Up to the time of appellant's pleading to the charge against
him, the state had the right to file an amended affidavit, including therein
as many counts or charges as the prosecuting attorney might think proper,
the various counts having relation to the same act or conduct of the party
charged.
13016 WRoBLEwsi] V. PULLMAN Co. LaPorte County. Affirmed. Nichols,
J. February 23, 1929.
This was an action to recover damages for injuries received in taking
treatments at a dispensary maintained by an employer for the care of in-
jured employees. Under the facts of the case the appellant's liability
could not be extended beyond its negligence in employing an incompetent
physician or nurse.
13403 WYPISZNISKI V. ZAQISKZA. Marshall County. Affirmed. Per Curiam.
October 24, 1929.
Per Curiam.
